Local youth arrested at McCraray

By Kimberly Lee
HC Editor

Violence has again erupted on the Clinch Valley College campus. Two adults and one juvenile, all non-students were arrested Sunday night, March 15 following a fight in McCraray Hall dormitory, according to Frank Colyer, CVC Chief of Police.

According to Robert Ingle, McCraray Hall Dorm Manager, the three subjects were on the women's wing of McCraray earlier in the evening. Words were exchanged between the three young men and residents of the men's wing of McCraray. The subjects then proceeded to the men's wing and according to Colyer, attempted to “take on everyone they saw.”

According to Ingle, two of the students, R.J. Meade and Pat Dugan informed him of the fight and he promptly called the Wise County Sheriff's Department. CVC Security was unavailable to respond immediately due to the fact that they were answering a previous call about a disturbance at Randolph Hall.

Students Pat Dugan, David Shindle, and R.J. Meade were treated for their injuries at Wise Appalachian Regional Hospital.

 Arrested and charged with assault and battery were Robert Russell, 19, and William Winebarger, 19, both of Wise. A 17-year-old male was also arrested and charged with trespassing. All were notified not to return to CVC.

CVC calendar changed next year

By Pamela Norman
HC Co-Assistant Editor

The planned change in the college calendar for the upcoming semester, the general education requirements were both major topics of discussion at the faculty meeting held last Thursday.

The proposed extension was approved for next Spring, adding one more week onto the semester. This would bring the total amount of fifteen weeks in the Spring semester, as opposed to the fourteen scheduled in the Fall. Several of the faculty members expressed an emphasis on the need for the extension, because a shortened semester makes their job of teaching very difficult. Some complained that they could not cover their curriculum accurately in only fourteen weeks. This extension was also proposed because of the need to parallel our schedule with that of the University of Virginia's, to avoid problems with electronic classroom and the Student Exchange Program.

The general education requirements were voted upon, and approved with some debated over the wording of

Search for Chancellor organized

By Chris Burnett
HC Staff Writer

The search for a Chancellor is on at Clinch Valley College under the direction of Robert O'Neill and a committee of talented members, committed to the well being and future of Clinch Valley College.

Those members of the committee are: Van Daniel, Rex Baird, Glenn Blackburn, Cathy Mahony, Joseph Scolnick, all CVC professors; David Cohen of the History Dept. at John Hopkins University; two CVC students, Jeffrey Brickett and Toni Foster; a non-academic staff member at CVC - Frank Colyer, campus police chief, and three others not employed by CVC - Kenneth Asbury of Wise, Jean Long of St. Paul, and Micheal Quillen of Gate City.

The final member of the committee is Raymond M. Haas, UVA. Vice President for Administration, a man described by O'Neill as experienced in planning and administration. O'Neill visited CVC and offered suggestions on some of the kinds of qualifications he hoped the committee would bear in mind.

Upon considering a candidate, O'Neill suggested that the candidate would need an awareness of the college's role in the university and state.
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The Highland Cavalier

Wolff Tanning: Is it really safe for a student to reside in Wolff Tanning? Many wonder exactly how safe it is for a student to reside in Wolff Tanning. Apparently residing in Wolff Tanning is questionable. If you take this latest act of violence into consideration..."
The 1987 prospective qualification for the post. That considers a special recognition knows that it is about time to pack up at the Seth-Thomas clock awareness of the college's role.

The essay topic is...

HISTORY continued from page 1

1985 was the year that Edmund W. Mosseau became the second Chancellor in the history of Clinch Valley College. Mosseau's involvement with the college resulted from the search conducted...

Comedian/actor Jimmie Walker, who sprang to national prominence when he portrayed the bartender "J.J." on the "Good Times," is in Wise this week.

Student writers are invited to "write jokes for the world. Lewis did not listen to the advice but I didn't listen to him. Lewis was asked by Appalshop to write jokes for a movie called "Kiskish." They (Appalshop) were interested, but didn't have the money for the project and so they are now going to try a radio version to gain support for the project.

Until the big break comes for Ben, he continues to work for WNVA, balance a marriage, and play in a band. He says to the young people he has a "Major Change" as a local politician. But before his turn came, he was a full-time announcer working the midnight shift at WNVA, while still waiting on that big break.

Mays focused on the "Good Times" stories. He also showed the students how to write jokes for the world. Lewis did not listen to the advice but I didn't listen to him. Lewis was asked by Appalshop to write jokes for a movie called "Kiskish." They (Appalshop) were interested, but didn't have the money for the project and so they are now going to try a radio version to gain support for the project.

What I have written in these columns has been of benefit to the students in their efforts to get started in Hollywood.Walker, who soon will be seen in the feature film release "My African Adventure," and also appearing in the TV series "Butt's Laser" this fall, has begun his career writing jokes for the world. Student writers who think they know how to write jokes for the world can send them.
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Virginia Women to offer journalism scholarship

Virginia Press Women announce that applications for the 1987 Agnes Cooke Championship Aid program are now being accepted.

Only six students will receive $1,000 each which will go toward a journalism degree program at qualified newspapers. The student should have completed one full year of journalism as a major or full-time minor. Applications should be submitted in letter form to Bob Shan, 415 S. Main St., Winchester, Va., 22601.

The six students selected will be notified by November 15, 1987.

By Bob Shan

Championship Tournament.

The cream has risen to the top...the synonomous with college basketball.

All of them are still chasing the NCAA National Championship. They are prepared to take on all comers and have a "sweet" old goal.

HCC Sports Editor

"Sweet Sixteen" could walk off the court.

Tarkanian has the best career winning percentage of any opponent watching their dust.

North Carolina is an NCAA champion this year's tournament with hopes of making it to New Orleans and taking home yet another National Championship.

What would the final four be?

Defence and ball-control. Scoring will not win the game and this year may be no great surprise if North Carolina basketball.

"Reggie and the Midgets." That's what they are calling Indiana's 12 players.
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"The General" has produced a well-disciplined squad. The Hoyas are lead by All-America Kenny Williams, who must in "Tarkanian's" words "show up...just...every...night...and...be...on...our...opponent...watching...their...dust."
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Tarkanian has the best-career winning percentage of any opponent watching their dust.

North Carolina is an NCAA champion this year's tournament with hopes of making it to New Orleans and taking home yet another National Championship.

What would the final four be?

Defence and ball-control. Scoring will not win the game.
The Wasps of Emory and Henry College scored five runs in the eighth inning Tuesday March 17 to hand Clinch Valley a 6-1 loss in the Cavalier's opening game of the season.

For the first seven innings, the game was a pitching duel between the Cavalier's Steve Campbell and Emory and Henry's Gary Collier. The two left-handers allowed only one run apiece during regulation.

CVC's only score came in the bottom of the first when Jerry Tarr scored on a single up the middle by second baseman Mike Walz. It was the only run the Cavaliers could muster during the contest.

The Wasps came back in the top of the second following a double down the left field line by third baseman Calvin Stup which brought in James Moore.

Both teams were scoreless over the next five innings. Campbell pitched out of jam during the Emory and Henry third. With the base loaded and only one out, Campbell forced the Wasp batters to hit into two ground outs to end the inning.

Clinch Valley had a chance to win the game in the bottom of the seventh with the score still knotted at one. Pinch-hitter Jeff Gregory led off the inning with a walk and was followed by J.K. Perkins who belted a single into leftfield.

After a sacrificial bunt by centerfielder Bobby Tiller which moved the runners up a base, Tarr lifted a short fly ball to centerfield. Thinking he could score, pinch-runner Hall tagged up at third only to be easily tagged out at the plate by Wasp catcher John Shelton to end the CVC threat.

Emory and Henry took advantage of relievers Mike West and Bill Higgins in the top of the eighth. The Wasp batters collected only two hits, but took advantage of three walks and two Cavalier miscues to send five runners across the plate.

Collier went the distance on the mound to collect the win for the Wasps. In eight innings, he allowed only three hits, allowed eight walks, and collected three strikeouts.

Campbell allowed only four hits to the Wasps over seven innings and racked up five strikeouts. Mike West took the loss for the Cavaliers.

The Cavaliers next home game will be March 31 against conference rival Asbury.

NCAA

continued from page 6

Alabama

No one except maybe Wimp Sanderson and his players expected the Crimson Tide to roll this far into the tournament. Finishing as the no.9 team in the final regular season poll, Alabama is lead by forward Derrick McKee and a band of seasoned seniors. The Tide is playing exceptionally good basketball and are coming off a record-setting 72 percent team shooting performance against New Orleans. Don't count these guys out.

Iowa

Who are these guys? The Hawkeyes made it as far as no.2 in the regular season rankings, yet had to play second fiddle to UNLV, UNC, and Indiana. Dr. Tom Davis hopes to carry his team into New Orleans, but to get there the Hawkeyes will have to outgun Oklahoma and UNLV.

That in itself is no easy task - for any team. But, if Iowa could get past these two powerhouses, who's to say that the Hawkeyes couldn't win it all.

Syracuse

The Orangemen lost to the Hoyas three times during the regular season. This has to take some light off their chances of making it to the championship game. Jim Boeheim's team is guided by sophomore Sherman Douglas, who's proven himself to be one of the nation's finest point guards. Add center Tony Seikaly and forward Derrick Coleman and the Orangemen's chances don't sound bad at all.

Nevertheless, Syracuse must have another confrontation with Georgetown to make it to the final game.

Oklahoma

Coach Billy Tubbs's team has the honor of being the only team to have beaten UNLV so far this year. Can they do it again? The Sooners will have to if the intend on going to New Orleans. Forward Darryl Choo' Kennedy hopes to lead his team past the Runnin Rebels one more time, but to do this they must first get past an Iowa Hawkeye team with hopes of their own. Still, none can deny that the Sooners have enough guns to shoot down any team in their way.

Notre Dame

Senior David Rivers is certainly deserving of a trip to the final four in his last season. Coach Digger Phelps would certainly deserve of a trip to the final four.

The Fighting Irish have knocked off three of the final sixteen teams already this season, including North Carolina. Will the Irish be able to beat the Tar Heels twice in one season? Unfortunately, they will have to if they intend to continue their quest for the NCAA crown. It's not likely, but who thought they could beat them the first time.

Duke

After making it to the championship game in last year's tournament, the Blue Devils are a hifh of a surprise in this year's tournament. Duke subdued Texas A&M and Xavier to make it to the semis in the Midwest region. Coach Dennis Kozlofski's Blue Devils will now have to conquer the mighty Hoosiers to advance to the regional finals. It won't be easy.

Depaul

When will this team's luck run out? Joey Myers and his Blue Demon squad hope it will last at least three more games. After squeaking past St. John's in overtime, Depaul will now have to contend with Dale Brown's LSU Tigers. With Dallas Comeys proving to be a top-notch star, the Blue Demons could have a shot at going to New Orleans and the final four.

Providence

The Friars lead the nation in three-point shots made per game during the regular season with an average of eight bombs a game. Coach Rick Pitino has a team strong on perimeter shooting but very, very weak inside. As long as they keep hitting the outside shot with avengeance, they could go far. If the Friars run into a strong front line and their shooting is off, it could be a long trip back to Rhode Island.

Louisiana State

For the second year in a row, the Tiger have a chance at making it to the final four. Coach Dale Brown has wowed his magic and prepared his team for another stretch run at the championship. The Tigers will have to get past Indiana if they plan to go to New Orleans. Can they do it? Sure, but I wouldn't put the rent money on it.

Wyoming

This year's dark horse. The Cowboys have already mowed down Virginia and UCLA. The next task for Fennis Dembo and company - the Runnin' Rebs of UNLV. Wyoming was very underrated coming into the tournament and that helped them pull off a couple of mild upsets. Now the money is on the table. Does this team possess the ability to go stride for stride with UNLV? If Dombroski can rack up another 40 plus performance, they may be able to stay close to the run-and-gun Rebels.

Florida

In their first appearance in the NCAA tournament, the Gators have looked more than impressive. After laying aside a tough Purdue team by 19 points, Florida and Coach Norm Sloan feel they have as much of a chance as anyone else for the title. Lead by 7'2 Dwayne Schritzuis, the Gators could suprise a few teams.

Okay, by this time the final four has been decided. Four teams have proven themselves and are making reservations for New Orleans. Who are these fantastic four? Well, I may end up eating lots of crow, but these are the teams I expect to see livin' it up in the French Quarter during March 27-30: North Carolina, Indiana, Georgetown, and Iowa.